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State of Training Survey 
BSoT are determining the state of training in Urological higher surgical training countrywide by surveying the quality 
of training received region to region (though not trust to trust).  
 
This short survey will anonymously assess how well your current post meets the JCST quality indicators 
for surgical training.  It also addresses the issue of the surgical waiting list backlog, how is tackled 
and if it currently involves trainees – of particular importance to us going forward.  
 
Finally, there are free text optional questions at the end of the survey to let us know how we can better represent 
you, and to highlight any excellent examples of training you have seen that could be emulated elsewhere.  This is 
your single biggest opportunity to anonymously feedback directly to the SAC in Urology how good the training is in 
your region, as well as the impact any weekend operating will have on you. 
 
BSoT State of Training Survey Link 

  

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=WcmBN2NRUUqxf2JSKLJQkwOkJWYddI9OgP2gmEgQjP5UMDhISEowVzRDUUhXUjlPTjA4OTBPNDhOTy4u%20


BSoT Fun Run for TUF 
Please join us at BAUS 2022 for the annual BSoT Fun Run for TUF. Great fun for a great cause. Win-win! 

 

British Urology Researchers in Surgical Training (BURST) Research 
Collaborative Update 
From Hannah Warren, BURST BSoT Rep 

The BURST committee and collaborators have had a busy and productive start to 2022. Here are some snappy 
updates to keep you up to speed. We want to thank all of our collaborators for their continued effort in delivering 
research and audit of ever-increasing reach and quality. Without you it would simply not be possible. 

RESECT is an international multi-centre observational study of transurethral resection of bladder tumour (TURBT) 
surgery with randomised feedback to sites, to determine if audit and feedback can improve performance.  
Collaborators globally have contributed 8600 patient records and counting. Preliminary results from the retrospective 
phase show significant variation in the achievement of key TURBT QI within countries and internationally. Look out for 
preliminary results at EAU, AUA and BAUS this year.  

Following the success of IDENTIFY, the BURST team have created the "IDENTIFY Risk Calculator" App (available for 
both Apple and Android). External validation of the app is now underway. For more info and to contribute see: 
https://www.bursturology.com/Studies/IdentifyCalculatorValidation/Overview 

Don't miss the BURST session at BAUS 2022 on Wednesday 15th at 2pm where will be hearing more on the debate 
on whether to stent after uncomplicated ureteroscopy in advance of the RESIST trial, and the opportunity for hands on 
training with scrotal ultrasound in the assessment of testicular torsion (RESCUE formerly DETORT). We look forward 
to catching up and celebrating with all our collaborators at the BSoT/BURST meal! 



 

New BSoT Committee Members 
Welcome to all our new committee members! 

Nicholas Boxall 

Chair Elect 

 

 

Sarika Nalagatla 

Communications Lead 

 

 

 

 

Katie Brodie 

East of Scotland Regional Rep 

 

 

Eabhann O’Conner 

Republic of Ireland Regional Rep 

 

 

 



Bronze and Silver Cystoscope Award Winners 
The BSoT Officers had a hard time picking from numerous exemplary trainees and trainers up and down the country. 
Both this year’s Bronze and Silver Cystoscope Award winners were selected for their broad contributions above and 
beyond their duties in ensuring excellence in education of both trainees and patients, and for being fantastic role 
models for trainees, now and in the future. 

We would be delighted for you to join us seeing them receive their award at the BAUS annual meeting 2022 in 
Birmingham (11.40am, Wednesday 15th June, Hall 10). 

 

 

 



Equality and Diversity - MyBAUS 
We want to ensure that here at BSoT we as a committee represent you, our membership. If you have not already, 
please go your personal MyBAUS page (which you will need to log in to) via this link: 

https://www.baus.org.uk/mybaus/ 

Completing the data on your MyBAUS page will allow BAUS to draw out aggregate, anonymised data in line with 
GDPR and use this data to compare the BSoT committee’s composition to that of the trainees it represents. This is 
completely optional and anonymous, takes only a minute and ensures the committee is best positioned to represent 
you. 

 

 

International Prostate Biopsy Training Survey 
Lastly, please see the below survey from our American colleagues investigating training pathways for prostate biopsy 
internationally. It is incredibly quick to complete, represents a rare opportunity to contribute to international 
approaches to urological training and there’s a chance to win an Amazon gift card: 

Several approaches to optimize outcomes following prostate biopsy have been implemented in the last years. We are 
investigating prostate biopsy training experience among urology trainees. As part of this research, we are asking 
current American and European trainees to complete a 2-minute survey. We have already received responses from 
American trainees and believe is of great importance to include a European cohort given the differences in prostate 
biopsy guidelines between the EAU and AUA. After completion of the survey, you will have the opportunity to enter a 
raffle to win a $100 Amazon gift card. 

Please complete the survey at the link provided: https://redcap.link/1s9im1bo 

There is minimal risk to your participation, and no personal identifiers are being collected. If you have any questions, 
you may email ldb4001@med.cornell.edu or aab9038@nyp.org. 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__redcap.link_1s9im1bo&d=DwMFaQ&c=lb62iw4YL4RFalcE2hQUQealT9-RXrryqt9KZX2qu2s&r=0zKWlil_IiQODk7_KOKkM4RZAIlEOK5Q_2v9KP1Huto&m=epFamnTaSfsuXRse16UXHnaZMpIK5LzafFMo--WuIBNxJf15C25Zxfy0ZtoYbDOs&s=_MI57uOH1kg2tOyHCcK8XnXfHMB7M5uMxjW2auJD2rw&e=
mailto:ldb4001@med.cornell.edu
mailto:aab9038@nyp.org
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